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All groups considered here are finite. Let nr be a set of prime numbers, we 
say that an element x in a group G is a VI-element if \(x)\ is divisible only by the 
primes in q , A group G is called a vi-group if G is divisible only by primes in 
r1 . Let r(G) denote the set of primes dividing G, and let nl(G) = 9 n r(G) 
A group G is nr-closed, if the subset consisting of ml-elements is a subgroup of G. 
G is n&homogeneous, if N,(H)/C,(H) is a m;-group for every nonidentity 
?r;-subgroup H of G. G is weakly vl-closed if for every subgroup U of G, the 
number of nl-elements of U is exactly nDEV1 1 U IP . 
Frobenius posed the following problem: 
Frobenius’ Problem. Let G be a weakly nl-closed group. Is Gnl-closed? 
In Theorem 1 we show that the answer is affirmative. 
THEOREM 1. Assume rl is a set of primes. If G is a weakly rrl-closed group, 
then G is rr,-closed. 
Theorem A [4] implies we may assume 2 E z-i . Throughout this paper we will 
assume G satisfies Hypothesis A. Hypothesis A: G is a minimal counterexample 
to Theorem 1 and 2 E r1 . 
An argument analogous to Lemma 4 [4] implies we may assume G is simple. 
Moreover we may assume r1 is a minimal set of primes such that Theorem 1 
fails. 
I 
Let r; = n(G) - v1 . If H is a proper subgroup of G, then H is n1 closed, let 
Hl = OnI( Since 2 E r1 , H is vi-solvable. If 3 E V; , it follows that G does 
not involve S4. Theorems [7] and [8] now imply a contradiction. Hence, we 
may assume 3 E or . Now p E r; implies every proper subgroup H of G is 
strongly p-solvable. It easily follows that Qd( p) is not involved in G for p E mi . 
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For any set T, let 1 T 1 denote the number of elements in T. Let 1 G j = mn, 
where m = nPEfll 1 G, j, and (m, n) = 1. Let To = {X 1 X” = l}, then 
1 To 1 = m. 
Let H be a proper subgroup of G and let (T _C r(H). If H contains a Hall (T 
subgroup, let H, denote such a subgroup. Theorem 6.2.1 [IO] implies H posesses 
a Hall XI subgroup W and all such Hall r; subgroups are conjugate. Let (T be a 
subset of z-i. Since 1 WI is odd, W contains a Hall (T subgroup W, of H. 
Theorem 6.3.6 [IO] now implies if F is any u subgroup of H then F C Wgh for 
h E H. This construction will be used repeatedly. Let F be a 0 subgroup of H, 
and let i j I HI I. Theorem 6.2.2 [lo] im pl ies there is a Sylow subgroup Hl,j 
of H, such that F C N(HJ. 
LEMMA 1.1. Assume W is a ri subgroup of G and W _C N(P), where P is a p 
group for p E =1 , then there is a G, 2 P such that WC N(G,). 
Proof. The proof parallels that of Lemma 5 [4]. 
LEMMA 1.2. Assume M is a maximal subgroup of G such that Ml # 1 and 
M, is nilpotent, then Ml = G, . 
Proof. Let m, = I M, I. Since Ml is nilpotent, the maximality of M implies 
M = M,(M,) = N,(Z(M,)) = N,(Z(J(M,)) for p I m, . Hence M, = G, . 
We will assume Ml # G, and obtain a contradiction. Let H # 1 be a sub- 
group of M2 and let Nr = O,JN,(H)). Now MD C C,JH) for p any odd prime 
dividing m, . Theorem 1.3.7 [IO] implies Nr = NN1(M,) CN1(H). Since 
Nv$W L MI 9 N+WGIW is a 2 group. Theorem 7.4.5 [IO] implies if K 
is a proper rr subgroup of G, then K has a normal 2 complement. Since every 
proper subgroup of G is ?ri-solvable, it follows that G is an II-group. A direct 
check of the II-groups implies no II-group is weakly ni-closed. Hence, we may 
assume (m, ,2) = 1. 
Let p I m, and let K be any q-group. We will show that K has a normal p 
complement. We will proceed by induction on I M, l/i K, /. If K, is a Sylow p 
subgroup of G, then N,(Z(J(K,)) is conjugate to a subgroup of Ml . Hence, 
Theorem D [6] implies the result. Suppose I M, l/l K, 1 > 1 and let H = 
OvI(N(Z(J(K,)). Since Z(J(K,)) is characteristic in K, , Sylow’s Theorems 
imply 1 H, / > 1 K, I. Hence I Mp i/l H, j < I M, l/l K, I implies H has a 
normal p complement. Now N,(Z(J(K,)) = K r\ H so that N,(Z(J(K,)) has 
a normal p complement. Theorem D [q implies the result. 
An inductive argument now implies if K is a ~-r subgroup of G, then K has a 
normal m,-complement. Hence G does not involve Qd( p) for p j m, . It easily 
follows that every proper subgroup of G has a normal rim, complement. 
Since Ml is nilpotent, Corollary 2.1 [6l now implies elements of M,# are 
conjugate in G if and only if they are conjugate in M. 
Let x1 ,..., x, be representatives of the conjugacy classes of Ml+ in M. Now 
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C,(xi) = W,C,(X~)~ where W, is a pi complement. Theorem 6.2.2 [lo] implies 
Wi may be chosen so that Wi c N(P) where P is a Sylow p subgroup containing 
Z(IcI,). Lemma 1 .l implies Wi C Mz where Z(M,) C MDx. Theorem B [6] 
implies .x-l = cn where c E C,(Z(M,)) and n E N,(Z(J(M,)). Hence, x E M 
and W, L CM(q). Since O,l(C,(xJ) h as a normal m, complement, we see 
C,(q) = C,(x&K, where Ki is a normal rim, complement. Let yr ,..., yt, be a 
set of right coset representatives of C,(q) in G. Suppose (x&,)Y~ = (qk,)Yv 
where k, , k, E Ki . Since (1 Ki 1, m,) = 1, taking appropriate powers implies 
xy” = xj’“. Hence y U = y* . Let Ti = {(qk)“u j u = I ,..., ti and k E Ki), then 
I Ti i = I G I I Ki l/l C,(xi)l L= I G l/l CdxA. 
Suppose (qk,)g = (xjk,) where kj E K, and i + j. Again (1 Ki ~ 1 Kj 1, I Ml 1) 
= 1 implies there is an integer Y such that (r, m,) = 1 and xi” = xjr. Now 
(r, m,) = 1 implies xiq = xj . Hence l’+ n Tj = ~5. 
Let V = (y j y”” = 1, and (m, , I(y>i) + I}, it is direct to see that I; = 
UI=l Ti . 
Now Ti n Tj = d implies ~ I/ : z ckl 1 T; , E EE, 1 G i/l CM(Xi)l. NOW 
x:=1 1 M l/l CM(q), == m, - 1. Let 1 M 1 == mlnl , and let 1 G 1 = mn where 
m = m1m3 . Now CI=, ) Ti ~ = (nm/nrm,)(mr - 1) < m implies nm < 2n,m, . 
Hence n = n, and Ci=ri Til =mz(ml- 1) --m-mm,. Thus if U = 
(x 1 x”2 = I }, then 1 U 1 = m2 . However, we have shown that every proper 
subgroup of G is m4 closed. Now the minimality of or implies a contradiction. 
Assume Y E ni and Y(G,) > 3, then 1.9 iv [2] implies there is an elementary 
abelian Y group A such that A4G, , A 2 sZ,(Z(J(G,))) and r(A) > 3. 
Let B be an elementary abelian subgroup of G, such that r(B) 3 3. Since B 
normalizes A, B normalizes a subgroup A, of type (Y, Y). Now r(B) 3 3 implies 
there is a subgroup B, of B such that y(B1) > 2 and B, 2 C,(A,). 
Let OA(CG(x)) = O,I(C,(x)) for x E A #. Since C,(x) is VI-closed for all 
x E A#, 8, is a signalizer. 
LEMMA 1.3. Assume x E G, where Y E vi and y(GT) 3 3. Assume r(CGr(x)) >, 3, 
and Zet j 1 1 C,(x), /; then there is a Gj such that G, C N(G,). 
Proof. Let B c CGr(x) where r(B) > 3 and B is elementary abelian, then we 
may assume B, C B where r(B,) 2 2 and C,(B,) = A, , where r(A,) > 2. 
Since j E rr(Cc(x)), Theorem 6.2.2 [lo] implies there is a Sylow j subgroup R 
of O,I(C,(x)) such that B, C N,(R). Theorem 53.16 [lo] implies j 1 / O,l(C,(b))l 
for some b E B,+. Now A, C C,(b); hence repeating the argument implies 
j / j O,l(Cc(a))\ for some a E A, #. Hence A C N(K) where K is a Sylow Y sub- 
group of Ovl(C,(a)). Lemmas 1.1 and 2.7 [9] imply there is a G, such that 
GjcI?g,~(A;j). Let YEG,, Theorem 3.1 [9] implies Gjv = Gjc where 
c E Onl(GW). Hence YC-~ E %G) n &(A) = &(G,d4 Hence, 
y E NNcGj)(A) O,l(C,(A)) = K. Let W be a Hall ?r; subgroup of K. Clearly W 
is contained in a Hall rr; subgroup of NNcG1)(A). 
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COROLLARY 1.4. Assume r E 7r; , r(G,) > 3, and G,. C N(G,), where Jo rrI . 
Let A be an elementary abelian normal subgroup of G,. , r(A) > 3, which contains 
f4CW(G))). Let R b e a subgroup of G, which contains A. Then No(R) c 
Wv(q(QdWW) GMJ(GNh - M oreover N(G,) has no abelian r factor groups. 
Proof. We note that 1.9 iv [2] implies A exists. Let 2 =- Q(Z(J(Gr))). 
Suppose J’ E :Vo(R), then ZY C G, . Corollary 2.1 (b) [6] implies Z” = Z. Since 
A C N(G,“), the argument in Lemma 1.3 impliesyc m1 E N(G,) n N,“.v(~?)(Z) where 
c E GW, C C&l . Thus Y E Nvq(4 G(Z), . 
Let AK = IV,JZ); then Theorem 8.1.3 [IO] and Corollary 2.1 (b) [6] imply 
N = O,,(N) iVo(R,) h w ere A C R, c G, . Now N,(R,) C N,v(c$Z) C,(Z), C 1V. 
Since A- and ,V(G?) are niTI closed, N = O,.(N) NN(oj)(Z). Since Qd(r) is not 
involved in G, Corollary 2.2 [6] implies N has no abelian r factor groups. Hence 
A:,v,,i,(Z) has none. Theorem 8.2.11 [lo] implies the result. 
LEMMA 1.5. Assume p E rr; and X is a proper subgroup of G. Let P be a p- 
subgroup of X, then O,(C,(P)) C O,,(X). 
Proof. Since X is a proper subgroup of G, X is n,-closed. For any set A C X, 
let 2 be the image of A under the canonical homomorphism of X + X/O,(X). 
Now O,(C,(P)) c O,(Co(P)). However, 1 X 1 is odd; hence, X is solvable. 
Now 1.8 [2] implies 08(Cx(P)) C O,(X) = 1. Hence O,(C,(P)) C O,(X). 
For any abelian p group B, where p E ri , define 0,(C,(x)) = O,(C,(x)) for 
x E B*. Let x1 E B#, and let X = C,(xr). Now 0,(C,(x)) n C,(q) _C O,,(C,(x)), 
Lemma I .5 implies O,(C,(x)) C O,(X) = ~,(C,(X,)). Hence, 0, is a signalizer. 
LEMMA 1.6. Assume r E rri and B is a subgroup of type (r, r). Suppose M is a 
maximal subgroup of G such that C,(x) C M for all x E B#. Then M is the unique 
maximal subgroup of G which contains B. 
Proof. Since G is simple and every proper subgroup of G is nI closed and 
strongly r-solvable, the argument of 2.1 [2] may be easily adapted to prove the 
lemma. 
LEMMA 1.7. Assume r E rri and B is an abelian subgroup of G, such that 
r(B) > 3. Let 0,(Co(x)) = O,.(C,(x)) f or x E B+ and assume 8, is complete. Let E 
be a subgroup of G, of type (r, r, r), then E lies in a unique maximal subgroup of G. 
Proof. Lemma 1.5 implies e, is a signalizer. 
Let K = EIgB and let M be a maximal subgroup containing N(K). Let B, 
be a subgroup of type (r, r) in B. Now K = (e,(Co(x)) 1 x E B#). Let T = 
&(C,(x)), Theorem 53.16 [lo] implies T = (C,(b) 1 bE B,#). Since 0s is a 
signalizer C,(b) C f&(Co(x)) n Co(b) C B,(C,(b)). Hence K = (f&(C,(b)) j 
b E B1#) so that es1 is complete and K = kIzB, . Let C be any abelian r group 
containing BI , then ec(C,(x)) = O,,(C,( x )) is a signalizer. Let T = O,(Co(x)), 
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again Theorem 5.3.16 [IO] implies T = (C,(b) 1 b E Bl#) and 6, a signalizer 
implies C,(b) C O,(C,(b)) _C K. Hence Bc is complete and K = XI& . 
Let A be any abelian Y group such that r(A) 3 3 and B _C N,(A). Let 
A, = Q,(A); as noted before Lemma 1.3, there is a subgroup Bl of B such that 
r(B,) 3 2 and CA1(B,) = A, where r(A,) 3 2. The argument of the previous 
paragraph implies 8, is complete where C = (B, , A,) and H$c = K. Now 
r(A,) 2 2 implies the argument may be repeated to show that 19, is complete 
and EIgA = K. 
Let A E SCNs(G,), then Ba is complete. Theorem 8.5.1 [lo] implies AI=N(K). 
Suppose R 2 A and y E N,(R), then A C N(P). Theorem 6.2.2 [lo] implies 
if j 1 1 K /, then A normalizes some KjY. Theorem 5.3.16 [lo] implies Kjy = 
(Cj!Ju) 1 a E A#). Since A C C,(a), Theorem 8.5.1 [lo] implies CKjy(u) C 
O,(C,(a)) = e,(C,(u)). Lemma 2.7 [9] implies Kju C K. Hence N,(R) C N(K). 
Theorem 8.1.3 [lo] implies N = N(Z(J(G,)) = O,(N) N,(R) where A CR. 
Hence N(Z(J(G,)) C N(K). 
Suppose A _C H where H is a maximal subgroup and H # M. Choose H so 
that 1 H n M IT is maximal. Theorem B [6] and N(Z(J(G,)) C M implies we may 
assume A C S C G,” where S is a Sylow Y subgroup of H n M and n E M. 
Moreover, the maximality of I H n M IT implies S is a Sylow Y subgroup of H. 
Theorem 8.2.11 [lo] implies H = O,,(H) NH(Z(J(S)). Since A acts on O,.,(H), 
Theorem 8.5.1 [lo] will imply O,,(H) _C M. Hence we may assume Nc(Z(J(S)) 
g M. Sylow’s Theorems and 1 H n M jr. maximal imply S = G,“. However, 
NZ(J(G))” C M. 
Now the argument of 4.1 and 4.2 [2] imply the Lemma. 
LEMMA 1.8. Assume p E n; . Let H be a proper subgroup of G and ussume 
r(H,) < 2. Let Z = Q,(Z(J(H,)). Then the following conditions hold: 
(1) NH(Z) = O,PHtZ)) NdG,) and H = O,W N#b). 
(2) If q / (1 N,(R)I/I C,(R)]) where R is a subgroup of H, , the-n H has an 
abelian q factor group. 
Proof. Let N = NH(Z). Theorem 8.1.3 [lo] implies N = O,(N) N(T) 
where T is a Sylow p subgroup of 0 .,,,(N) and T C H, . Since H is ri closed 
and strongly p-solvable, C,(T) C O,,(N)T. Thus N,,,(T)/CN(T) is an odd 
solvable group of automorphisms. Therefore 1.9 vi [2] implies H&‘,(T) & 
NN(T). Hence H,O,,(N) A N so that T = H, . 
Supposes I (IN~(R)l/lC~(R)l),thenTh eorem B[6] implies q / (INH(Z)]/lCH(Z)l). 
Now N = NH(Z) = O,,(N) N,(H,) im pl ies q I (I NHW,NI GW,)l). Now 
1.9 vi [2] implies N,(H,)/C,(H,) has an abelian q factor group. Theorem 
8.2.11 [lo] implies H = O,,(H) NH(Z). Hence H = O,,(H) N&H,) and 
C,(H,) C O,,(H)H, . Thus H has an abelian q factor group. 
COROLLARY 1.9. Assume p E n; and r(G,) < 2. Let C be a non-empty subset 
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of G, and suppose C* C G, , then g = cn where c E Co(C) and n E N(G,). Two 
subsets of G, are conjugate in G if and only if they are conjugate in N(G,). Moreover, 
Q I (I ~TG(G,KG(G,)l) for some 4 E 4 - C P>. 
Proof. Suppose C” C G, , then Theorem B [6] implies g = cn where 
c E C,(C) and n E N(.Z(J(G,)). Let H = N(Z(J(G,)), then Lemma 1.8 implies 
n = n,n, where n1 E O,(H) and na E NH(Gp) C N,(G,). Therefore, C”1 C G, . 
Now (C, 01) C G, implies [C, n,] C G, n O,,(H) = I. Therefore C”1 = C 
so that cn, E C,(C). Clearly, it now follows: that non-empty subsets of G, are 
conjugate if G if and only if they are conjugate in N(G,). 
Theorem 7.4.5 [IO] implies q / (1 N,(R)/C,(R)I) for R a subgroup of H, . 
Theorem B [6] implies q / ( j N,(Z(J(G,))l /I C,(Z(J(G,))l) for some q. Let 
H = No(Z(J(G,)), then Lemma 1.8 implies q 1 (I N,(G,)/C,(G,)I). 
COROLLARY 1 .lO. Assume r(G,.) 3 4, r E rr; , and B C G, such that B is 
abelian, r(B) 3 4, and 8, is solvable, then the following holds: 
(a) Let E be any subgroup of type (r, r, r), then E lies in a unique maximal 
subgroup. 
(b) Let x E G,# such that r(C,?(x)) > 3. 
Assume T is a p subgroup of Co(x) where r(G,) < 2 and p E rr; , then 
Proof. Since 0, is solvable, Main Theorem [9] implies 0s is complete. Let 
E be of type (r, r, r), then Lemma 1.7 and Sylow’s Theorems imply the result. 
Now r(C,?(x)) 3 3 implies Co,(x) contains a subgroup E of type (r, r, r). Thus 
C,(x) and N(Z(J(G,)) lie in a maximal subgroup M. Corollary 2.2 [6] implies 
N(Z(J(G,)) has no abelian r factor groups. Hence, Corollary 2.2 [6] implies 
M has no abelian r factor groups. Lemma 1.8 now implies part (b). 
LEMMA 1.11. Let PEST;, and jErrI. Assume P is a Sylow p subgroup of 
h’o( Gj) and let PI be a weakly closed subgroup of P with respect to G. If x E No(P,) - 
N,\,~o~j(Pl) Co(Pl), ) then Gj n Gjz = 1. 
Proof. Let K = N,(ol,(PI) O,I(Co(PI). Suppose PI C N(G,“), then Ptmld C P 
for some d E Ai( PI weakly closed implies p:-‘” = PI . Hence G.” = Gj’~ 3 
where ZLI E No(PJ. 
Choose x E No(PI) - K such that R = Gi n G,” has maximal order. We will 
assume R =t 1 and obtain a contradiction. Let R, = No3(R) and RR, = Noi,( 
then (I R, i, / R, I) > 1 R 1. Since PI C N(R), Th eorem 6.2.2 [IO] implies N(R) 
has a Sylow Y subgroup I? such that I? > R, and PI _C N(a). Lemma 1 .l implies 
I? C G,!J where P, C N(G,u). Th us, Gj” = GjU where u E N&PI). Moreover, 
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j Gj7’ n Gj ~ > : R 1 implies we may assume u E K. Theorem 6.2.2 [lo] implies 
R, C I?’ C Gy” where 2) E (CN&Pr)J C (C,(P,)), . Hence 1 G;” n GIx > 1 R I 
implies j Gp”-’ n G, I > R . Therefore UV.Y~~ E K so that x E K. 
LEMMA 1.12. Assume p E nl , r(Gp) 3 3 and x is an element of order p such 
that r,(C,(x)) = 2. Let P be a Sylow p subgroup of C,(x) and assume P c G,, . 
Then &(2(P)) 1 (x, b> where (b> = QI(Z(G,)). If PC PI C G,, , then PI 
contains an element z such that i(z)1 = p, z acts transitively on the p subgroups 
of (x, b) - (b), r(z, b> = 2, and r(Cov((z, b))) 3 3. 
If j E 7~~ and P is a Sylow p subgroup of N(G,) such that P C G,, and r(P) = 2, 
then r(Z(P)) = 2. 
Proof. Clearly r(P) = 2 implies Q,(Z(G,)) = (bj and .u 6 c:,b ,. Now 
r(G,) > 1 implies there is an element z E Qr(Z,(G,)) - (b:;. It is direct to show 
that [(z), G,] = (b); hence 1.9 iv [2] implies (z, b) C A where =1 E SCN,(G,,). 
Hence x $ (a, b). Since b E Z(G,); Nc,((x, b)) = (z)P and x acts transitively 
on the p groups of (x, b> - (b,:,. Suppose PI 3 P, then lx, b> char P implies 
Nrl(P) c N&x, b). Xow Nrl(P) r) P implies z E PI . 
Suppose P is a Sylow p subgroup of N(G,) w h ere r(P) == 2. Theorem 5.3.16 
[lo] implies j 1 ; Cc(x)) for some x of order p in P”. Theorem 5.2.2 [lo] and 
Lemma 1.1 imply if P is a Sylow p subgroup of C,(r). then P is conjugate to a 
subgroup of P. Hence, we may choose notation so that PC 1’ c G,] NOW 
P = CGP(x) implies Q,(Z(P)) = ib, x) where ib:, =: Q,(Z(G,,)). If P f r’ 
then we have seen that P contains an element z such that r((z, b ,) =-- 2 and 
r(Co,(z, 6)) > 3. Since (z, bl, acts on Gi ; j ~ I C,(W), for some ec E n, h: I. 
Lemma 1.3 implies a contradiction. 
LEMMA 1.13. Let p E V; and let u be an element of order p such that j C,(u), ~. 
There is a G, such that C,,(u) is a Sylow j subgroup of C,(u) and X(Gi) contains 
P, where P, is a Sylow p subgroup of Co(u). Let P be a Sylow p subgroup of N(G,) 
such that PI C P, and let C = :Vo(P) - NH(o,)(P) C,(P), . If zo E C, then 'uj 
acts regularly on Gil”. 
Proof. Since j i / C,(U), j, Theorem 6.2.2 [lo] implies there is a Sylow j 
subgroup R of C,(u), such that PI C N(R) where PI is a Sylow p subgroup of 
C,(u). Lemma 1.1 implies there is a Gi such that R C Gj and PI z -V(Gj). 
Clearly R = Coj(u). 
Let D = N,,, j(P) C,(P), , then C = K,;(P) - D. Let S be a Hall ri 
subgroup of NNco,l(P). Sylow’s Theorems imply if P C N(Gj”), then G,” z Gj” 
where y E No(P). Thus, N,,,(,,,,,(P) = (N,,,(o,)(P))v so that a Hall n; subgroup 
of N,,,(oj,)(P) has order / S ~. 
Suppose r(P) > 3, then Lemma 1.3 and Corollary 1.4 imply P =m: G,, Let 
Z, = Q,(Z(J(G,)) and let C, = C,(Z,), . Corollary 1.4 implies AV,(G,) C 
N,vcc,,(Z1)C1 = K. Let S be a Hall rr; subgroup of N(G,), then S is contained 
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in some k;i; . Clearly K,, is contained in some N(GjC),; where c E C, . The 
preceding paragraph now implies N(G,) contains S, where S, is a Hall n; sub- 
group of N,(G,). Hence N(G,) C S,O,,(C,(G,)) = D so that C = {+}. 
Hence we may assume r(P) = 2. Let R, = CGJw(u), then PI normalizes R, . 
Suppose R, # (1). Theorem 6.2.2 [lo] implies R, 2 Rc where c E O,l(C,(P,)) 
so that G?’ n Gj > 1. Suppose P = PI . Clearly P is weakly closed in P so 
that Lem3ma 1.11 implies zuc-l E D. Hence w E D so we may assume P # PI . 
Lemma 1 .12 implies r(G,) = 2. 
Let P c G, , then P # PI implies Q,(Z(G,)) = (a) and a E PI . We claim 
(a) is a weakly closed subgroup of P. Suppose a” E PC G, . Corollary 1.9 
implies x = cn where s E C,(a) and n E Ar(G,). Sow X(G,) _C ,V(S2,(Z(G,)), 
implies x E N,(u). 
Let K = NN(G.)(a) G(a), . Since GI”-’ n Gj > 1, Lemma 1 .ll implies 
WC-~ E K. Hence & E N,(P). Let S be a Hall ?ri subgroup of NNcGjJP). Clearly 
S C K and K = TK, where T is a r; subgroup of K n N(G,). Let 3 be a Hall 
rrt subgroup of N,(P), then s C TC where c E Kr . Since P is a Sylow p subgroup 
of N(G,), P C (G,c) implies I s 1 = 1 S /. Therefore N,(P) = N,c,~,(P) C,*(P) 
C D. Hence w E n;;,(P) implies w E D and the Lemma is proved. 
COROLLARY 1.14. Assumep E n; , r(Gp) = 2,Z(G,,) is qclic, and G, C IL’(G,) 
whew j E rl . Then N(G,) $ Nm,)(G,) Cc;(G,)l . 
Pyoof. Let D = N,(,,,(G,) C,(G,), and let C = N(G,) - IV~(~~)(G&. 
Since r(G,) = 2, Theorem 5.3.16 [IO] im pl ies there is an element u of order p 
such that j 1 I C,(u)!, Lemma I .I3 and Sylow’s Theorems imply we may assume 
N(G,) contains a Sylowj subgroup of C,(U) and G, contains a Sylow p subgroup 
of C,(U). Moreover, if w E C, then CG3,,(~) = 1. If u E Z(G,,), then C,,,(U) = 
(C,?(U))” implies the result. 
Thus we may assume (a) = QI(Z(G,)) and (j, ’ C,(a)i) = 1. Thus u $ (a) 
so there is an element v E Nc,(u, a) such that (a) acts transitively on the p 
subgroups of (u, a) - (a). Now- G, C N(G,“‘) so that (u, a) acts on Gy. 
Hence (j, 1 C,(u)l) = 1 implies there is a subgroup (u*‘> such that C,j,.((~V’:;) 
# 1. Now r+ E G, implies C,,,(U) # I. This is a contradiction. 
LEMMA 1.15. Assume p E z-; , u is an element of order p and C,(u), is a nilpotent 
group, then G, $ C,(u), . 
Proof. Suppose C,(U), is nilpotent and G, C C,(u)r . Let I # F be any 2 
group such that F C G, . Theorem 1.3.7 [lo] implies N,(F) = ni,(P) C,(F) 
where P is a Sylow p subgroup of C,(F) such that PI) (u). Since IC;;(F) is rr 
closed and OqI(N,(P)) C OVI(C,(u)), we see that O,,(N,(F))/O,I(C,(F)) is a 
2 group. Theorem 7.4.5 [IO] implies if K is a 9 subgroup of G, then K has a 
normal 2 complement. Hence, G is an Pi-group. This is a contradiction. 
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LEMMA 1.16. Assume O,,(N,(Z(J(G.J) = O,I(N,(Z(G,))) = G, . Let z be a 
TT~ element such that Coz(z) # I and assume z q! N(G,) for any Sylow 3 subgroup 
of G. Let K be any proper subgroup of G such that z E K and K >_ Z(G,)” for some 
x E G, then Kl has a normal 2 complement. 
Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on i G, l/i K, 1. Now K = WK, 
where W is a n;-complement containing z. Lemma 1.1 implies (I Kl I, 3) = 1, 
hence S4 is not involved in K. Let K, be a Sylow 2 subgroup of K, normalized 
by z. Suppose / K, 1 = 1 G, I, then N,I(J(K,)) and C,l(Z(K,)) are conjugate 
to subgroups of O,I(N(J(G,)). Corollary 5 [5] implies Kl has a normal 2 com- 
plement. 
By induction we may assume if H is a subgroup such that z E H, and H > 
Z(G,)” for some x E G; then HI has a normal 2 complement if j G, I// H, ; < 
I G III K2 I. Let H = NG(J(K2h th en ZE H. Hence (1 HI 1,3) = 1. Now 
JK) 2 ZW 2 Z(G)” f or some x E G. Further J(K,) char K, implies 
/ Hz I > I K, /. Hence HI has a normal 2 complement. Now NX1(J(K,)) C HI 
implies N@(K,)) has a normal 2 complement. Since C,I(Z(K,)) C N,JZ(K,)) 
where H = N(Z(K,)), an analogous argument implies C,l(Z(K,)) has a normal 2 
complement. Corollary 5 [5] now implies the lemma. 
LEMMA 1.17. Assume p E rr; and p is a group of type ( p, p) such that 
{nl(C,(x)) I x E P#} = {2}, then there is a G, such that the following hold: 
(a) G, C N(G,) for some G, . 
(b) N(G,) is a maximal subgroup of G and 
Proof. Let M be any maximal subgroup which contains P. Since C,(X), 
is a 2 group for all x E P#, Theorem 5.3.16 [lo] implies MI is a 2 group. Hence 
in order to prove the lemma it is sufficient to show I N(G,)i, = 1 G, /. We will 
assume ; N(G,)I, < 1 G I), . 
Suppose PC G, and let a E Qr(Z(G,))+. Let M be a maximal subgroup 
containing C,(a). Now G,, c C,(a) implies (1 M 1,2) == I. Now P’ C M implies 
MI = 1. Let u E P such that 2 1 : C,(u)l. Let PI be a Sylowp subgroup of C,(u) 
such that PI I P. Lemma 1.13 implies we may choose notation so that N(G,) 
contains a Sylow 2 subgroup of C,(u) which is normalized by PI . Let 
P be a Sylow p subgroup of N(G,) such that P > PI . Let C = N,(P) - 
NN(02)(P) O,l(C,(P)), and let w E C. Lemma 1 .I3 implies CGzw(u) = 1. Let 
PC G, and assume P f G, . Lemma 1.3 and Corollary I .4 imply r(P) = 2. 
Hence, P = Q,(Z(P,)). Moreover Q,(Z(G,)) = (a) and p = (a, u>. Suppose 
w E NGD(P) - P where we E P. Lemma 1 .l implies we may assume C,(u) C 
N(G,). Hence w q! C,(u). Suppose w normalizes (u, a), then (u”‘>, (a) i = I,..., p 
are all the p subgroups of (u, a‘). Lemma 1 .13 implies Co,(zP+) = 1 for 
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i=l ,..., p - 1. Since CcI(u) = I, Theorem 5.3.16 [lo] now implies G, c Co(u). 
This contradicts Lemma I, 15. Thus we may assume N,p(P) n Nc,(u, a) C P. 
However, Q,(Z(G,)) = (a) and r(G,) > 2 imply there is an element 
z EQ~(Z~(G,)) - (a). It is direct to show that [(z), G,] = (a). Hence, 
Hence, z E N,=(P) n No,(u, a) = P. Since (z, a) acts on G, and O,l(C,(u))=l, 
Theorem 53.16 [lo] implies we may assume 2 1 j C,(Z)~. Let M be any maximal 
subgroup containing NG(w) where w E (z, a)*. Since a E M, Lemma 1.2 implies 
M, is a 2 group. Thus with a change in notation we may assume z = u. Now 
/ C,D(~); = i G, l/p implies P = CGO(u). Let w E G, - P then w E Non(P) n 
N (;,(u, u>. Hence the previous paragraph implies a contradiction so that 
G, C N(G,). 
LEMMA 1.18. Assume j E rrI and N(G,) is not a rrI group. Let W be a Hull rr; 
complement in N(G,). Th ere is smallest prime q such that q 1 1 W ~ and W has un 
ubeliun q factor group. Moreover, r(Wa) < 2 and W has a normal q complement. 
There is a g E No( W,) such that G. n G.” = 1. 1 3 
Proof. Since N(Gj)/N(Gj)r s W and 1 W j is odd, the prime q exists. The 
minimality of q and Corollary 1.4 now imply W has a normal q complement 
and r( W,) < 2. Lemma 1.11 implies if g E Nc( W,) - NN(09j( W,) O,JC,( W,)), 
then Gi n Gig = 1. Hence, Gj n Gjg > I for all g implies No(WJ C 
N(G,) C,( W,), . Hence W, = G, . As in the proof of Lemma I .13, we may show 
that N(G,) contains a Hall n; subgroup T of No(W,). Let H = No(Z(J(G,J), 
then Lemma 1.8 implies H = O,(H) No(W,). Corollary 2.2 [6] implies H has 
no abelian q factor groups. Therefore T has no abelian q factor groups. However, 
Lemma 1.8 implies N(G,) = O,(N(G,))T so T does have an abelian q factor 
group. This is a contradiction. 
LEMMA 1.19. Assume N(G,) is a maximal subgroup with O,JN(G,)) = G, . 
Suppose W is a Hall ri subgroup of N(G,) and W contains a cyclic W, such that 
C,(x), = 1 for x, where QJW,) = (x); and W has a normal q complement. Let 
W, be a Sylow r subgroup of W, then r(W,.) < 2. 
Proof. Assume r( W,) > 3, then Lemma 1.3 implies W, = G, . We may 
choose notation so that W, _C N(G,). Let A be defined as in Corollary 1.4. Now 
r(A) 3 3 implies there is a subgroup A, C A such that r(A,) > 2 and CG$(A1) 
# 1. Let eA(C,( y)) = C,( Y)~ for all y E A#. Since C,(y) is rr closed, Ba is a 
signalizer. Suppose j 1 j C,( y)r / for y E A#. Lemma 1.3 and Corollary 1.4 imply 
notation may be chosen so that W,G, C N(G,). Let M be a maximal subgroup 
containing N(G,). Since CMl(x) = 1, Lemma 1.2 implies MI is a 2 group. 
Let F, = B,(C,(A)). S’ mce F, C CoI(A1), Lemma 1 .l implies there is G, , 
a Sylow 2 subgroup, such that F, C G, and A C N(G,). Suppose A C N(G.&, 
then G weakly nI closed implies G$ E M$A (A; 2), Theorem 3.1 [9] implies 
G,g = GZc where c E Fz . Hence e, is complete and A C N(G,) implies Me*, = G,. 
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Lemma 1.1 now implies C,(y) C N(G,) for all y E A,#. Let B,(y) = O,(C,(y)) 
for y E A+. Lemma 1.5 implies eA is a signalizer. Similarly oA, is a signalizer. 
Now C,(y,) _C N(G,) for all y E A,* implies BA, is complete. It follows easily 
that Ba is complete. Lemma 1.6 implies N(G,) is the unique maximal subgroup 
to contain B if B is of type (Y, Y) in G, and r(Cc;,(B)) 3 2. Let B be any abelian 
subgroup of G, normalized by (x; . Then x acts fixed point free on [B, /,.x)]~ ; 
it follows that G, C C,[B, (x)]. Let X = iVJB, (xi]. Now x E S imp&s 
iv, = G, . This contradicts Lemma 1.15. Hence, we may assume B C C,(x). 
Suppose H is any Y subgroup of G, such that r(H) > 3 and (xi C IV(H). Let 
B be a characteristic abelian subgroup of H of maximal rank, then B C IY~((x)). 
Now r(B) > 2 implies JV&X) L IL’(G,) which contradicts Lemma 1.18. Hence 
d,(G,) = I. Theorem 5.4.9 [lo] implies G, is the central product of E and R 
where E is extra special and R is cyclic. Let n + 1 = r(G,), then r(E) = n + 1 
and Theorem 5.5.2 [lo] implies ) E / = ++l and E is the central product of 
groups of type M(r) (p. 203, [lo]). 
Let F be the Fitting subgroup of W. Now suppose Y(F~) = s $ 1 > 3. Since 
(x) normalizes F, , the argument of the preceding paragraph will imply that 
cl,(F,.) = 1 and F, is the central product of E and l? where j l? / = r2s1~1, ,?? is the 
central product of groups of type M(r) and l? is cyclic. It is direct to see that 
Q,(F,) = i?. Now r(E) > 3 implies r(CGI( y)) 3 3 for ally E ,!?. Hence C~(X) : 
(Z(E)) = (6). 
Moreover it is direct to show that &(Z(J(Gr)) = (b). Let iV = iv,(b), 
since N is vi closed and strongly r-solvable, A7 = O,(N) N( 7’) where T is a 
Sylow Y subgroup of O,,,,(A), and T C G, . Let w E Es, then (w, b) & G, . 
Theorem 8.1.3 [IO] implies (w, 6) L T. Since R C T we see that T = G, . 
Corollary 2.1 [6] implies if B, and B, are subgroups of G,,. , then B, and B, are 
conjugate in G if and only if they are conjugate in iV. Thus, B, = BpWa where 
w1 E N(G,) and ws E O,(N). Hence BTz-l2 G, . Thus, [B, , ~$1 C G,. n O,(:V) 
so that w;’ E C,(B,). Therefore, B, and B, are conjugate in N(G,). 
Let C be any subgroup of .!? such that Y(C) > 2. Then r(F,) >, 3 implies 
N(G,) is the unique maximal subgroup to contain C. Suppose r is an involution 
in C,*(C), then CJT) C N(G,). H ence OW1(C,(~)) C G2 . Suppose two involutions 
7r, r2 E Ccz(C) such that r1 is not conjugate to 72 in G. Let g E G, Theorem 
9.1.2 [lo] implies there is an involution 7s E C(T~ A C(Tag). Therefore, 
G, n Gag > 1, but this contradicts Lemma 1.18. Thus, Y(C) > 2 implies we 
may assume all involutions in Ccz(C) are conjugate. 
Let K = Ccz(b) and assume K # 1. Now C,((x)) = (b) implies x acts fixed 
point free on (E/(b)K. Hence K = Co*(E). Lemma 1.15 implies K # G2 . 
Lemma 2.1 [9] implies there is a subgroup D, of i? of rank s such that b $ D, and 
j C,2(Dl)I > 1 K 1. Moreover L? acting on Z(G,) implies we may assume 
Cnl(z(c,))(D1) # 1. Now r(D,) > 2 implies we may assume all involutions of 
C,z(Dl) are conjugate. Hence ~a E CG2(D1) implies 7s = ~~8 where or E Z(G,). 
Now C(,,) = C(T~O) implies D, L C(T~) C N(G&. Hence, g E N(Ga). Since 
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71 E Z(G,) we may assumeg E W. Hence TV = or” E Z(G,). Thus we may assume 
every involution in CGe(D1) 1’ res in Z(G,). Now K # 1 implies we may choose 
71 E K n Z(G,). Thus, TV = ~~0 with g E W implies every involution in C,z(D) 
lies in (K n Z(G.J)g = Kg n Z(G,)g = K n Z(G,). 
Now (D1 , b) normalizes Coz(D1) = r?. Let S = NG2(@. Sylow’s Theorems 
imply 1 S / > 1 I? j. Let I’ = D,S, Theorem 1.3.7 [IO] implies P’ == N,(D,)C,(@. 
Since N,(D,) is nl closed it follows that S C CGz(R). Now (Dl ,6) normalizes 
S/l?, Since K contains Coz(b) and CGz(D1), Lemma 2.1 [9] implies there is a 
subgroup D, of rank s such that D, _C (Dl , b) and C,,g(D,J # 1. Moreover, 
b $ D, and D, # D, implies there is an element z E i? - (Dl , b) such that 
D, = D,=. Now (2, 1 D, 1) = 1 ’ pl’ im les there is an element 6, E C,(D,) - I? 
and D, = Dlz implies 6, = 6,’ where 6, E j?-. Since S C Coq(R); (8, , Siz) is an 
abelian group. Let (T& = S,(S,), then 7r E K. Hence 7i ~- or ; but this ” z -- 
implies (6, , Srz) is an abelian 2 group with a unique element of order 2. Hence 
(6,)” = (6,). Lemma 5.5.4 [lo] implies z E C,(S,). Hence, [Dl , (z)] = 
(6) _C Cc@,). This is a contradiction so that we may assume C,(b), = 1. 
It may be shown by induction that i? contains ( ps + 1) ... (p + 1) abelian 
subgroups of rank s + 1. We have seen two such subgroups B, , B, of i? are 
conjugate in G if and only if they are conjugate in N(G,). Since j No(G,)/Co(G,)/ 
is odd, we may choose B, and B, to be nonconjugate. Since B, and B, act on 
Z(G,), there are subgroups C, of Bl and C, of B, of ranks such that Cz(GZ)(C1)+ I 
and Cz(o,)(Ca) # I. Moreover b $ C, n C, . Now r(C,) = s ;s 2 implies we 
may again assume all involutions 7i E Cot(Ci) lie in Z(G,) and O?il(C(~i) = G, . 
Suppose 7 1 = Tsg. Then C, C C(T~~) C N(G,g) implies g E N(G,) and 72 E Z(G,) 
implies we may assume 71 = T~~, where w E W. Thus (C, , CafO> C C(T,‘~). Now 
Ci CF, implies (C, , Czw) _C l?. Hence, O,l(C,(b)) = 1 implies (C, , Cc) is an 
abelian group of rank s. Thus, C, = Czw. However, (b)” = (h) now implies 
B, = Bzu’. This is a contradiction. Hence or is not conjugate to T2 in G. Theorem 
9.1.2 [IO] now implies G, n G,g = O,,(C(T,)) n ow1(c(T2g)) > 1 for all g E G. 
This is a contradiction. Hence, r(F,) < 2. 
Thus, r(F,) < 2 f or all s j 1 F I. Corollary 1.4 implies M has no abelian Y 
factor groups. Hence, W has none. Suppose s + r, then 1.9 vi [2] implies 
W/ W&‘,(F,) is an abelian s’ group. Thus we may assume G, C C&F,) for s # Y. 
Theorem 6.1.3 [lo] ’ pl’ im ies r(FT) > 1. Hence Y(F,.) = 2 and l? = Ml (p. 203, 
[IO]). However, r(G,) = 71 + 1 > 3 implies E = Mt where t > 2. It is direct 
to show if El = C,(e); then / El / > r3. Theorem 6.1.3 [IO] implies El CF, 
which is a final contradiction. 
II 
We will say G E Hypothesis B if G E Hypothesis A; there is an element x of 
order p where p E rr; , C,(x), # 1, r(G,) < 2; and p is as small as possible 
subject to the previous conditions. 
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Lemma 1.8 implies if N(.Qr(Z(J(G,))) = N, then N = O,(N) N(G,). 
Corollary I .9 implies q ) (1 N(G,)/C(G,)I) for q # p. Now r(G,) < 2 implies 
q < p. Theorem 5.3.13 [lo] implies there is a characteristic subgroup U, of G,, 
of class at most 2 and of exponent p such that every non-trivial p’-automorphism 
of G, induces a non-trivial automorphism of U,, . Since Qi(Z,(G,)) is charac- 
teristic of exponent p, we may choose c’,, so U,, 1 Q,(Z,(G,)). Now 1.9 ii [2] 
implies if r(G,) = 2, then we may assume j U, / ‘a pa. Moreover, r(G,) == 2 
implies / U, ( < p3. If 1 U, ~ == p3, then Q,(Z(G,)) = <a>, Cr,, z M(p). 
(p. 203 [lo]), and UD L= Qr(G,). 
LEMMA 2.1. Assume GE Hypothesis B, U, = .$(Z(G,)) and 1 C,(u), j 1 / G, ( 
for u E UnP. Assume u1 and zc2 E lJ,# such that (ul) is not conjugate to (uz) in G, 
and 2 j (1 CG(uJr 1 CG(uz)I). Then there is a G, such that N(G,) C N(G,). 
Proof. Let M be a maximal subgroup containing Ui, . Since / C,(U), / ( / G, 1 
for u E UP*, Theorem 5.3.16 [IO] ’ im pl ies Ml is a 2 group. If Orl( C,( U,)) f I, 
then Lemma 1. I implies the result. Thus we assume O,l(C,( U,)) = 1. 
Lemma 1.1 implies we may choose notation so that N(G,) 1 N&u,), and 
N(G,~J) 3 No(uz;. Since G, is a Sylow p subgroup of N(G,), G,‘J = G,” where 
w E N(G,). Hence relabeling z1a implies we may assume N&u,) _C N(G,) where 
(u,) is not conjugate to (ur). Since U, acts on Z(G,), Theorem 5.3.16 [lo] 
implies we may choose notation so that 1 Cz(c,)(~2)I f 1. 
Suppose u E {q , u2} and u E N(G,Y). Corollary 1.9 implies Gay = G,“” where 
n E N(G,) and c E C,(U). Suppose Cczr(u) # I, then C,?n(u) # 1. Lemma 1.13 
implies n E N(G,). Now c E C,(U) C N(G,) implies Gall = G, . 
Let 7+ be an involution in CGz(z+), then O,l(C,(U,)) = 1 implies a Sylow p 
subgroup of C,(T~) is cyclic. Hence (ur) not conjugate to (us) in G implies pi 
is not conjugate to i-2 . Suppose j / (1 CG(7& (, i CG(rJ1 I)). Lemma 1 .I implies 
N(G,) contains a conjugate of (u,> and (u&. Hence, a Sylow p subgroup of 
N(G,) is not cyclic. Theorem 5.3.16 [IO] implies j = 2. 
We next show there is an element u E (ur , ~a} and an involution T E CG2(u) 
such that On1(CG(7)) c G, . Let F, = Q,(C,(,Juz)) and Fl = Ql(Z(C,p(ul)). 
Since (ui) acts regularly on Fj , for i # j; we see that r(Fj) > 2. Since N(G,) 
does not contain a conjugate of both (zlr) and (uz>, there is an element u E {ur , ~a} 
such that (u> $ N(Gay). Since N(Z(‘(G,)) and N(Z(G,)) both contain U, , 
Lemma 1.16 now implies if 7 is an involution in Cc,(u), then O,l(C,(,)) has a 
normal 2 complement K. Let t 1 / K 1, then Theorem 6.2.2 [lo] implies Cez(~) 
normalizes some K, . If u = ui , then F2 C Cc,(~); now r(F,) > 2 implies 
t j ) &.(T~)~ / where 73 E C’,z(u,). Hence ) K j = 1. If u = ua , then we may 
choose 7 E F, , hence G, C N(K,). Now r(F,) > 2 again implies 1 K / = 1. 
Hence, there is a u and 7 such that O,l(C,(~)) is a 2 group. Lemma 1.1 implies 
there is a G,v such that O,l(C,(~)) C Gay and (u) E N(G,g). Now T E CGzy(u) 
implies Gzv = G, . Let {a} == {q , uz} - (u}, and let ? be an involution in 
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C@). Let w E N(G,) - N N(Ge)(GD), then Theorem 9.1.2 [lo] implies there 
is an involution ~a E C,(F), n C~(T)~ . Hence ~a E G, so that I’ _C C,(T,) where 
I’ = (Z(G,), P’). Now V # G implies V = Vi ; moreover, (zP’> C N(V). 
Theorem 6.2.2 [lo] implies V contains a Sylow 2 subgroup v’r such that 
(P) C N( Va) and V, > Cy(2iW) 2 (F’). Now N,(zZj C N(G,), implies V, 2 G,“‘. 
Theorem 6.2.2 [IO] also implies (P) normalizes I’az where vz” 3 Z(G,) and 
x E C,(zi”‘) = vz . Hence Z(G,) C I/; C GZ1?. This contradicts Lemma 1. I 1. 
Hence, w E N(GJ. 
LEMMA 2.2. Assume G E Hypothesis B and M is a maximal subgroup such that 
MI # I. Let R be a p subgroup of M and assume q I (~ NM(R)/CM(R)I), then M, 
is cyclic. 
Proof. Let M,M, be a Hall pq subgroup of M which contains a Hall pq 
subgroup of NM(R). Let j E rI(M), Theorem 6.2.2 [lo] and Lemma 1 .I implies 
there is a Gj such that MpM, C N(G,). Let Nj = N(G,) and let P$Y denote 
a Hall pq subgroup of Nj which contains M,M* . Since Nj contains a Hall pq 
subgroup of NM(R), L emma 1 A, Corollary 1.4 and Lemma 1.3 imply r(Q) = 2. 
Now q < p implies 8j C N(Pj), and r(Q) = 2 implies Q contains an element u 
of order q such that j 1 / C,(u)/. The definition of p implies r(G,) > 3. Let 
Qj C G, , then Lemma I .12 implies we may choose notation so that !Ji(Z(oj)) = 
(u, 6) where (b) = &(Z(G,J). Now Y(M& = 2 implies (u, b\ CM. Since 
r,(Nj) = 2 for all j E rI(M), Lemma 1.3 implies CMI(b) = 1. Lemma 1.2 implies 
M = N2 = N(G,). Lemmas 1.12, 1 .I 3, and Sylow’s Theorems imply we may 
assume N(G,) contains a Sylow 2 subgroup of C,(u) normalized by Qz = Mq . 
Lemma 1 .I2 implies there is an element z E Nop(&l,) - Mq such that z acts 
transitively on the q subgroups of (u, b) - (b). Lemma 1 .13 implies C,,(uzi) = 1 
for i = 1 ,..., q - 1. Now (2, 1 C,(b)J) = 1 and Theorem 5.3.16 [lb] imply 
G, C C,(u). 
Let PI = CMp(G2). If PI + 1, let Aa be a maximal subgroup containing 
^ 
N&P,), then M,Mq _C M. The previous argument implies A? = N(G,). 
Lemma 1 .I 5 implies PI = I. Let K = G,M,M, , since (I C,(b)I, 2) = 1, 
Theorem 1.3.7 [IO] implies K = NK(u) C,(G,). Now (1 CK(G.J,p) = I 
implies M,M,G, _C N,(U). Let ji? be a maximal subgroup containing iVic(u’>, 
then KC ii? implies A’@ = N(G,). This contradicts Lemma 1.15. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Assume G E Hypothesis B and M is a maximal subgroup such 
that MI # 1. Let R be a p subgroup of M and assume q 1 (1 N,(R)/C,(R)I). Let 
MDMq be a Hall pq subgroup of M which contains a Hall pq subgroup of N,(R). 
Then M, is cycZic, M, C N(M,), M = N(GJ, M, = G, , and (2, I C,(x)l) = I 
for all x E M,#. 
Proof. Lemma 2.2 implies Mq is cyclic, hence q < p implies M, C N(M,). 
Let (x,) = Sr,(MJ. Let jtz q(MJ and choose notation so M,MQ C N(G,) 
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where G, contains a Sylow j subgroup of n/r, normalize by MDM, . Let &’ be a 
maximal subgroup containing N(G,). Lemma 2.2 implies Al, is cyclic so that 
r,(N(G,)) == 1. Supposej / ! Cell, then Y(GJ 3 3, Lemma 1.1 and Theorem 
6.2.2 [IO] imply r,(N(Gj)) s> 2. Hence, (1 Mr 1, 1 C,(X);) = I for SE MO+. 
Since <s, acts regularly on Mr , Lemma I .2 implies Mi -: G, . 
LEMMA 2.4. Assume G E Hypothesis B, then there is a j E rI such that 
G, i= lv(G,) and q I ( ;Vv(,,)(G,~)iC,v(,,)(G,)‘). 
Proof. Assume first that Qr(Z(G,)) = (a,. Corollary 1.14 implies it is 
sufficient to show that G,, _C N(G,) for some j E ri . Lemma 1.1 implies we may 
assume OrI(C,(a)) -= 1. Hence we may assume r(G,) = 2. If M is a maximal 
subgroup containing <<a>, then A/I, is nilpotent. Lemma 1.2 now implies C,(X), 
is a 2 group for all x E G,“. Let u be an element of order p such that 2 ) C,(u)i. 
Since r(G,,) = 2 and (a) == Qi(Z(G,)), all thep subgroups of (u, a) - (a> are 
conjugate. Let r’ = {u, a:,, then Lemma 1.17 implies the result. 
Thus we may assume Q,(Z(G,)) =: U, and i U, ~ = p2. Lemma 1.1 implies 
we may assume O,l(C,( U,)) := 1. Let N = N(G,); then N is a mi group. Let u 
he an element of order p in G, , such that C,(u), f 1 and let M be a maximal 
subgroup containing AT&u::. Now N,(u) == W. OT1(N,(u>) where W is a 
Hall ri subgroup of X&u>, and W > Nvo(,,(G,). Moreover, M = @‘MI where 
WC I@ and I@ is a Hall V; subgroup of M. Since C,( U,)i = I, Theorem 6.2.2 
[IO] implies if j E n,(C,(u)), th en there is a unique Sylow subgroup Rj of 
O,,(A’c<~ \) such that G,, 6 Nc;(R,). Th eorem 6.2.2 [IO] implies there is a unique 
Sylow j subgroup Ml,, of IL2 such that G, _C N(MI,j). Clearly MI,j > R, . 1Ve 
may assume I@ _C N(M,,,). Lemma I .l implies there is a Gj such that Gj S iMr,j 
and I@ & X(G)). Let I@ be a Hall n; subgroup of N(GJ which contains I@. Now 
y r (1 -~‘,~~,,,,(G,)/C,v~c,,(G,~)~) implies A’ n I@ c G,C,(G,). Corollary 1.9 implies 
there is an element w E X(G,,) - G,,C,(G,,). Since N n I%‘lc G,G,(G,)), we 
may assume iu>l” -/- (ui. Thus u: 6 N(G,). Lemma 1.13 implies /u’l’) acts 
regularly on Cj . Now Gj 2 Mi,; for j E n,(C,(u)) implies C,(u”‘) = I. Lemma 
1.2 now implies O,l(C,,(u)) is a 2 group for all u E cl,‘. 
\\‘e may choose notation so that ,1/1 = N(G,) 7_ N,(u,‘> where C,(u,), -i 1 
and u1 E C’,, -. Lemma I. I5 implies G, g N&Q. Lemma 1 .I 3 implies if 
u’ E A(G,,) - G,,C,v(c?)(GD), then /uipL’, ‘1acts regularly on G, Since Y(C:J = 2, 
Theorem 5.3.16 [lo] implies there is a u2 E L’,, - c:u,) such that C, ((u,)) f 1. 
Since iu,‘ i {u,?“’ for w E LV(G,,), Corollary 1.9 implies (ul\ is not conjugate 
to (u,‘~ in G. Lemma 2.1 now implies -V(G,) C N(G,). 
LEMMA 2.5. &gssume GE Hypothesis B, then G, L N(G,) = M and M is a 
maximal subgroup of G such that N(G,), = G,. Let v3 = {q I q 1 (I N,(R)/C,(R)i), 
R a subgroup of G,), then the following conditions hold: 
(4 77, is non-empty. 
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(b) Let L be a Hall r3 subgroup such that LG, is a group, then L C N(G,). 
L, I CdG,). 
(c) L, is cyclic for q E 7r3 and (2, 1 C,(X)l) = 1 for S EL,*. 
Proof. Lemma 2.4 implies there is a maximal subgroup M such that M 2 G, 
and q I (j N,(G,)/C,(G,)~). Hence, r3 is non-empty. If q E r3 , then Lemma 1.8 
implies q j (1 N,(G,)/C,(G,)I). Corollary 2.3 implies L, is cyclic. NOW q < p 
implies L C N,(G,). Since L, is a Sylow q subgroup of N,(G,), L, g C,(G,). 
Corollary 2.3 implies the rest of the Lemma. 
LEMMA 2.6. Assume G E Hypothesis B and L, is a Sylow q subgroup of L such 
that C,JU.) # 1. Let (xv) = 8,(L,); then Owl(C,(x,)) = I, y,(C(xJ) 3 2, and 
there is a Sylow q subgroup Q of Co(x,) such that Q > L, and Q C N(G,). 
Proof. Lemma 2.5 implies L, is cyclic. U, C C,(xJ implies G, C C&X,J. 
Thus L,G, C C&x$. 
Let H be a maximal subgroup containing C,(x,). Lemma 2.5 (b) implies 
L, g C,(G,); hence Corollary 2.3 implies HI is a 2 group. Lemma 2.5 (c) implies 
o,l(c,<x,>) = 1. 
Let QG, be a Hall pq subgroup of C,(x,J such that Q I L, . Suppose r(Q) 3 4. 
Let B be an abelian q group such that Y(B) 3 4. Since B g N(G,Q) for g E G, 
Lemma 1.1 implies O,,(C,( y)) is odd for y E B+. Hence 6,( C,( y)) = O,,(C,( y)) 
is solvable. Corollary 1.10 now implies q 7 (i N~(SR)(G~)/CG(J^;l)(Gp)l). This is a 
contradiction. Hence, r(Q) < 3. 
Let Q, = O,,(QG,). Lemma 1.8 implies K = QG, = Q,N&G,). We will 
show Q1 C N,(G,). Theorem 5.3.13 [lo] pl lm ies there is a characteristic sub- 
group D of Q1 such that D is of exponent q and it is sufficient to show that 
D _C C,(G,). Thus, assume D $ C,(G,). Sincep > q, we may assume r(D) = 3, 
Theorem 5.3.11 [lo] implies Z(D) > (x,). Hence, G, normalizes Z(D)/(x,). 
Now ~ Z(D)/(s,) 1 < q2 implies Z(D) C C,(G,). Since Z(D) C C,(u) for 
all u E G,;-, Lemma 1.1 implies Z(D) C N(G,“) for some g. Lemma 2.5 
implies Z(D) = (x,). Hence, D is extra-special. Since r(D) == 3, Theorem 
5.2.2 [IO] implies I D/Z(D)1 = q”. Suppose u E I;,# such that 2 / C,Ju)i, then 
Lemma 2.5 and Lemma 1 .I imply (u) acts regularly on D/Z(D). Hence, 
p ; q4 - I. iVow p > q implies q2 + 1 = jp where j is even. Since L, acts on 
U,jr,( c’,,), q ~ p + 1 or q 1 p - I. Thus p = + 1 + rq where T is even. Hence, 
q2 - I = j(+l + rq) so that q ~ j + 1 or q 1 j- I. Now j < q + 1 implies 
j = q - 1. However, q 2+1 -(q-l)pimpliesq-lI(q2+I,qz-l)=2. 
Thus q = 3, but 3 E rl, therefore, r(D) < 2. 
Suppose P(Q) = 1. Let G, be a Sylow q subgroup which contains Q, then 
r(Q) = 1 implies G, is cyclic. Hence N(Z(J(G,)) C N&xR) = H. Since 
L,G,, C H, Lemma I .8 implies I-I has an abelian q factor group. This contradicts 
Corollary 2.2 [fl. 
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LEMMA 2.7. Assume GE Hypothesis B. Let q E n3 and let V be an abelian 
subgroup of G, normalized by (x,) == Q,(L,). Then V C C&x4>. 
Proof. Theorem 5.2.3 [IO] and Lemma 2.5 imply (2,) acts regularly on 
[V, (x,)] G, . Hence G, C C,[V. (x,)]. Let H be a maximal subgroup con- 
taining No[V, (x,)], then Corollary 2.3 implies H = N(G,). This contradicts 
Lemma 1.15, hence [V, (x,)] == I and V C C,(x,). 
LEMMA 2.8. Assume GE Hypothesis B; then L n C,(G,) = I. 
Proof. Let L, be a Sylow 4 subgroup of L, and let (x,) = Q,(L,). Suppose 
L r\ C,(G,) # 1, then we may assume (x,) c C,(G,) for some q E rra . Suppose 
Q1(Z(G,)) = (a), then Corollary 1.14 implies N(G,) contains a Hall n; subgroup 
T of N(G,). Lemma 2.6 implies r,(T) > 2, but this contradicts Lemma 2.5. 
Hence if J&(Z(G,)) = (a), L n C,( Up) = 1. 
Thus L n C,(U,) > 1 implies zi, = SZ,(Z(G,)) and r( U,) = 2. Since 
$Nf%” 3 23 L emma 2.5 and Lemma 1.1 imply O,r(C,(U,)) = 1. Let 
D # and let H be a maximal subgroup containing C,(U). Lemma 2.6 implies 
(2,) acts regularly on HI . Hence C,(U), is a 2 group for u E U,#. Let ui E U,+ 
such that 2 1 1 C,(u,)l. Lemma 1 .I and Lemma 1 .13 imply we may choose 
notation so that No(q) C N(G,). If ua E lJ,# such that 2 1 I C,(u,)l, then 
N,(u,j C N(G,u). Now G, C N(G& implies Gay = GplC where w E Y(G,]). 
Hence, N&u:-‘) c N(G,). 
Let F = (U 1 u E Ua#, N,(U) C N(G,), and 2 1 1 C,(u)l}. We have seen that 
9 contains a representative of every conjugacy class of elements in U,+ such 
that 2 / 1 C,(U)/. 
Let Q be a Sylow q subgroup of N(G,) such that Q > L, . Lemma 2.6 implies 
r(Q) > 2. Since Q acts on U, , the structure of GL(2,p) implies Q contains a 
normal subgroup C such that Q/C is cyclic and C C No(u) for (u) any p sub- 
group of U, . Let u1 E F, then C C N&u,) C N(G,) implies C CL, . Suppose 
L, # C, let b EL, - C such that bq E C. Then sZ,(Q/C) = (b)C/C. However, 
Q noncyclic implies there is an element (z EQ -L, such that 2’~ == 1. Thus, 
(c)C C !Z$(Q/C) = (b) C CL, implies a contradiction. Hence, C = L, . 
Now 1 c’, ’ = p2 implies UP is abelian. Lemma 2.7 implies for all q E ~a ; 
there is an L, such that Qn,(L,) = (x,) and (x,) C C,( U,). Hence (x,) C CJG,). 
Repeating the previous argument for all q E ~a implies L $ N&u,). 
Since N(G,) $ X(G,), L emma 2.1 implies if u E F, then (u> = (u# for 
g E G. Corollary 1.9 implies if u E 9, then (u) = (~r)~ where w E N(G,). 
Lemma 1.13 implies <ul)fl’ acts regularly on G, if w E N(G,) - NN((;,)(Gp). 
Since L is a Hall ~a subgroup of N(G,), N,,,(oZ)(Gp) = CN(c,)(G,) G,L. Now 
L C N&u,) implies F = {(ui)+]. Theorem 5.3.16 [lo] implies G, c Cc(u,). 
This contradicts Lemma 1.15. 
LEMMA 2.9. Assume GE Hypothesis B, then the following conditions hold: 
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(a) 1 U, 1 = p3. 
(b) L is cyclic. 
(c) 1LIjp+landd,(G,)=l. 
(4 Let <a> = rdu,), then (a> = QdZ(G,)) = -Q@(J(G,)). 
(e) <a> = Cu (x) for x e L#. I) 
Proof. Lemma 2.8 implies L or C(G,) = 1. Therefore, L n C,( U,) = 1. 
Let L, be a Sylow q subgroup ofL and let (x,) = Q,(L,). Let B be any elementary 
abelian p subgroup of G, normalized by (x,), then Lemma 2.7 implies B C 
C,(q). Now j U, 1 < p2 implies U, is abelian; hence Lemma 2.8 implies 
/ U, 1 = p3. Let (a) = r,(U,); then lo = p. Since (x,) normalizes (a>, 
<a) c Cd%). 
Now L normalizes D, = U,/(a). It is direct to show that C,( u,) = C,( U,). 
Since C,( U,) = C,(G,), Lemma 2.8 implies C,( 8,) = I. Now 1.9 vi [2] 
implies L is cyclic. Moreover 1 L, 1 1 p - 1 or j L, 1 1 p + 1. Suppose q 1 p - 1; 
since n, has p + 1 subgroups of order p, xq normalizes subgroups (ur , a) and 
(u2 9 a) where (ur , u& = zi, . Since <x,jcN(a,ui) for i = 1,2; q/p- 1 
implies we may assume (x,) C N(q) and (x,) C N(u,). Lemma 2.7 implies 
ui , ua E C,(q). Hence, U, C C,(X,) which is a contradiction. Thus /L / / p + 1. 
Let D = C,p(~o). Suppose D # (a), then / D / = p2. Let ED = U,/D, then 
4 I (I WUIC(~7,N H owever, oP is cyclic of order p, hence q 1 p - 1. This is 
a contradiction. Thus CUy(x9.) = (a). ; U, j = p3 implies U, == Q,(G,). Now 
p odd and (a) = CUp(xo) implies d,(G,) = 1. Since (x,) normalizes SZ,(Z(G,)) 
and -Ql(-WG,>>, we see (4 = Q@YG,N = Q,(Z(.W,>). 
PROPOSITION 2.10. Suppose p E TT; and x is an element of order p such that 
C,(x), # 1, then r(Gp) 3 3. 
Proof. We will assume GE Hypothesis B and obtain a contradiction. 
Lemma 2.9 implies (a) = Q,(Z(G,)) = Q,(Z(J(G,)) = r,( U,) and ! U, / = p3. 
Now 1 U, 1 = p3 implies U, = QI(G,). 
Let N = N(G,). Suppose Ni # 1. Let M be a maximal subgroup containing 
N, then Corollary 2.3 implies we may assume N C N(G,). If Ni = 1, Corollary 
1.17 implies N(G,) C N(G,). L e =4 = {Q I4 I (I ~(G,)IC(G,)I)I, then Lemma t 
1.8 implies r4 = rr3 . Hence L is a r4 subgroup of N. Since L n C,(G,) = 1. 
Theorem 8.1.3 [lo] implies N = O,(N) G,L. Moreover, N/O,(N) s G,L. 
Lemma 2.9 implies d,(Gp) = 1, hence Theorem 5.4.9 [lo] implies G, is the 
central product of E and R where E is extraspecial and R is cyclic. Theorem 5.5.2 
[lo] and Lemma 2.9 now imply we may assume E = U, . Thus, L normalizes 
G, n C,9(U,) = R. Lemma 2.9 implies / L 1 j p + 1, hence L centralizes R. 
Let H = N(u), then Lemma 1.8 implies H = O,,(H)N. Thus H = 
P,,(H) G,L = KR where K = O,,(H) U,L. Moreover R normalizes K and 
R n K = (a). Hence, H/K z R/(R n K). C orollary 2.2 [6] implies R = (a). 
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Lemma 2.9 implies Z(G,L) = (a,’ and ;(a; ~ = p. Lemma 2.9 implies L is 
cyclic and is semiregular on G,/(a>. Corollary 1.9 implies nr controls p fusion, 
Theorem AB [I 11 implies G is not simple. This is a contradiction. 
LEMMA 2.11. Assume p E rr; and y(Gp) 3 3. Let s be an element of order p 
such that r,(C,(x)) > 3 and c’,(x), =/ 1, then C,(x), is a non-trivial 2 group. 
Proof. We may assume G, contains a Sylow p subgroup of C,(x). Let 
nTTz = {j / j E 7r1 and G, C N(G,) for some Gj}. Lemma 1 .I implies if Gj C M, 
then r,(M) C vz . If y E G,# such that r(CGp(y)) > 3, then Lemma 1.3 implies 
T(CG(YN c “2 . 
Let 2 = Q),(Z(J(G,)). Theorem 81.3 [lo] implies iV := Nc(Z) = 
O,(N) A’,(,)(R) where R C G, , R 1 SCN,(G,) and R > A, where A is defined 
in Corollary 1.4. Corollary 2.1 [6] implies N,(R) C N. Hence N = O,(N) N,(R). 
Let T > G, be a Hall ni subgroup of N,(R). Theorem 8.5.1 [IO] implies 
O,,(T) C O,,(N). H ence N = O,,(N)T. Corollary 2.2 [6] implies llr has no 
abelian p factor groups, hence T has none. Now I’V/O,(N) z T/P,,(T); since T 
has odd order, T has an abelian q factor group for some q E ni - {p}. Hence, 
q 1 (1 h’/O,(N)j). Theorem 8.1.3 [lo] implies T, $ C,(R). 
Let j E ~a , Corollary 1.4 implies there is a Gj such that A’(G,) 2 T. Theorem 
8.2.2 [lo] implies N(Gj) = O,(N(G,)) IV,,,.)(Z). Now IV = O,,(N)T implies 
N(Gj) =: O,,(N(G,))T. Theorem 8.5.1 [lo] implies O,(N(G,)) n T C O,,(T). 
Hence T, $ O,(N(G,)). It follows that N(G,) has an abelian q factor group. 
Let Q be a Sylow q subgroup of N(G,). Lemma 1.3 and Corollary 1.4 imply 
$2~) < 2. Since r(Q) < 2, Lemma 1.3, Corollary 1.4 and 1.9 vi [2] imply we 
may choose notation so that oj C N(G,,). Theorem B [6] and 1%’ = O,(N)T 
now imply we may assume Qj = T, . 
Suppose there is an element x of order q in T, such that ~r(C(x)) n ~a = o . 
Let k E 7~~ - (2) and let G, be chosen so that T C il;(G,). Let M be a maximal 
subgroup containing N(G,.), then C,(r) = 1. Hence Mi is nilpotent, but this 
contradicts Lemma 1.2. 
Thus we may assume j E ,(C(x)) r\ 7~~ for some j, if s has order q in T, . 
Proposition 2.10 implies r(Gq) > 3. Lemma 1.1 implies Z(G,) n N(G,) :> 1 
for some j E r2 . Sylow’s Theorems imply we may choose x E T,” n Z(G,). 
Lemma I .3 now implies G, C iV(G,). This is a contradiction. 
LEMMA 2.12. Assumep E ri , r(G,) > 3, and r,,(N(GZ)) < 2, then C,(X)~ -1 
for all x E G,“. 
Proof. Assume x has order p and C,(X), f 1. Let P be a Sylow p subgroup 
of C,(X) where PC G, . If r(P) 2 3, then Lemma 2.11 implies C,(X), is a 
2 group. Lemma 1.3 implies r,(N(G,)) > 3. Hence r(P) == 2. Lemma 1.12 
implies J2r(Z(P)) = (x, b) where (b) = SZ,(Z(G,)). Now C,(b), = 1 easily 
implies C,(X) is a 2 group. Lemma I. 12 implies all p subgroups of (x, b‘) - (b? 
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are conjugate to (x). Let P = (x, b), then (nr(C,(y)) 1 y E E’“} = 12). Lemma 
1 .17 implies G, C N(G,). This is a contradiction. 
PROPOSITION 2.13. Assume p E xi , and x is an element of order p, then 
C,(x), = 1. 
Proof. Suppose x has order p and C,(x), f 1. Proposition 2.10 implies 
r(G,) 2 3. Lemmas 2.11 and 2.12 imply we may assume r(C,=(x)) > 3 and 
r,(N(G,)) 2 3. 
Let M be a maximal subgroup containing N(G,), then M = WMl where W 
is a r; complement of M and W is a Hall QT; subgroup of N(G,). Since W # 1, 
Lemma I. 18 implies there is a prime 4 E n; such that W, -f 1, r( W,) < 2, and 
W has a normal 4 complement. Suppose r(G,) > 3, then Lemma 2.12 implies 
O,l(G(~N = 1 fory E W, #. Hence W, is cyclic. If r(G,) < 2 Proposition 2.10 
and Theorem 5.3.16 [IO] imply W,, is cyclic and O,l(C,( y)) = 1 for ally E W,#. 
Lemma 1.19 implies Y( W,,) < 2 for all p I 1 W I. This is a contradiction. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Recall ( G ( = mn where nz := 17,,,,1 / G, (. Let 
8(g) = ~ G .inz if gTn = 1 and B(g) = 0 if g”’ # 1. Now T, = (g 1 g”” = I} 
and TG = m. Theorem 17.2 [3] implies if X is an irreducible character of G, 
then ET .X(g) = a,m where ax is an integer. Clearly 8 = xx axX. If a, 3 0 
for all A: then 0 is a character. Since TG is the kernel of 8, the Theorem would 
be proved. Hence, we may assume a, < 0 for some X. 
Let 1 ==: J’i ,..., yt denote representatives of the conjugacy classes of elements 
of TG . Proposition 2.13 implies n / (1 G/C,(y,)I) for t = 2,..., t. Thus m = 
j TG 1 = 1 (Mod n). Therefore, axm = C:=Z (X(Y~ I G Iii G(y4) + X(l) 
implies X( 1) t= a, (Mod a). 
Since Tcj contains all algebraic conjugates of elements in TG , .X?(l) + 
II=2 x’(yi) X(yi)(l G III C,(y,)l) = d xm where d, is a positive integer. Now 
d, =: 52( 1) (Mod n) implies d, = ax2 + 1 ‘n. The Cauchy-Schwartz inequality 
implies xrG X(g) X(g) > (a,m)2/~ TG I = ax2m; hence dx = ax2 + jn where 
j > 0. ?;oti- d,m -( ~ G (X, X) = mn implies j = 0. Thus, d, = ax2. 
Let R(,Y(g)) denote the real part of X(g). Let Ur = {g ~ g E TG , R(X(g)) > 0} 
and let C., -z 7;; - U, . Now a, < 0 implies &, &X(g)) q = - 1 a, / m - 
Ihi R(X(g)). Hence I CLIG R(LY(g))i 3 I u,~ lm I X(l), and CTG 1 R(X(g))l 3 
ax712 -c 2dX(l). NOW 
ax2m = 1 X(g) X(g) > C 1 R(X(g))l” 2 ~“m,~~%“l’ > ax2m. 
TG =G 
This is a contradiction. 
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